**Core tip**: Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and functional constipation (FC) are two commonly encountered functional intestinal disorders. Current Western medicine clinical practice guidelines provide relatively complete management algorithms, while there are still gaps that could be filled by traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), such as global symptom alleviation of IBS, interval interventions in FC, and special population solutions. TCM interventions are based on a different medical system and on weak recommendations at present. Future emphasis should be placed on high-quality clinical trial design and implementation to enrich the TCM evidence.

INTRODUCTION
============

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and functional constipation (FC) are two functional intestinal diseases frequently encountered in clinical practice. Based on the recent epidemiological investigations in Asia, the prevalence rates of IBS and FC were 45.1% and 14.7%, respectively, among functional gastrointestinal disorder patients in hospital-based outpatient clinics\[[@B1]\]. In South China, the prevalence rates of IBS and FC were reported to be approximately 12% and 24%, respectively, among patients with functional bowel disorders\[[@B2]\]. Although there is a large population base, the pathophysiologies of IBS and FC are still not clear, and consequently, conventional interventions only focus on improving symptoms. However, the unsatisfactory response to chemical agents and the high economic burden of the new drugs still trouble patients and clinical practitioners\[[@B3]-[@B6]\]. Hence, many doctors and patients should consider introducing complementary and alternative medicine in their disease management strategies; traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is one of the major medical systems in China.

Both ancient classics and modern studies have illustrated the safety and efficacy of TCM therapies for IBS and FC\[[@B7]-[@B12]\]. As a result, TCM is frequently utilized in combination with Western medicine (WM) in IBS and FC management, which generates a new concept called integrative medicine (IM). However, TCM is a complicated and individualized medical system based on unique diagnostic and therapeutic algorithms, namely, pattern differentiation\[[@B13]\]. In addition, multiple intervention methods, such as herbal medicine, acupuncture, moxibustion, and other external therapies, are also involved. There is still debate about when to combine methods and which method or methods should be combined in IM.

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), which are systematically developed statements, are compulsory tools for clinical practitioners, and they provide accurate and appropriate suggestions for the appropriate course of action in specific clinical circumstances\[[@B14]\]. The aim of CPGs is to enhance the quality of health care by translating new research findings into clinical practice\[[@B15]\]. For clinical challenges such as IBS and FC, there are continuous updates to the guidelines to assist clinical doctors in both WM and TCM. Consequently, the best method of implementing these guidelines into practice effectively becomes a significant issue. Therefore, we systematically reviewed the currently available CPGs and identified those based on strong evidence to provide comprehensive suggestions to clinicians. Moreover, in consideration of the Chinese medical system, we also summarized the clinical questions that have the potential to be addressed by IM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data searches
-------------

We comprehensively searched PubMed, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, the Chinese Biomedical Literature Database (SinoMed), the Chinese Scientific Journal Database, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, and Wanfang and collected data from January 1990 to January 2019. The following search terms and corresponding synonyms were applied: "clinical practice guideline", "medical statement", "expert consensus", "irritable bowel syndrome", and "functional constipation". The detailed search strategy is shown in [Supplement Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. To enrich the data, we also browsed webpages of national public health departments and mainstream professional academic organizations, including the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), World Gastroenterology Organisation (WGO), and the American College of Gastroenterology (ACG). In addition, a manual search of handbooks in China was also performed to enrich the data source.

![Process of selection of clinical practice guidelines.](WJCC-7-3486-g001){#F1}

Data selection and extraction
-----------------------------

The inclusion criteria for the guidelines were as follows: (1) The title included the terms "irritable bowel disease/IBS/FC/chronic constipation/primary constipation/idiopathic constipation" and "guideline/medical statement/ consensus/monograph"; (2) The guidelines were developed by national authorities, international academic associations, or professional administration organizations; (3) The target patients were the general adult population; and (4) The guideline was published in English or Chinese. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) The guidelines were only focused on elderly patients; and (2) The guidelines only involved a single specific intervention. The process of guideline selection is presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Two authors independently conducted the literature search, CPG selection, and data extraction. The extracted information contained the initiating organization, title, year of publication, definition of disease, and recommendation details. Disagreement was resolved by discussion, and consensus was reached with a third individual (GJ).

Categories of CPGs and strength of recommendations
--------------------------------------------------

Evidence-based (EB) guidelines, consensus-based (CB) guidelines, and consensus-based with no comprehensive consideration of EB (CB-EB) guidelines were distinguished on the basis of the development method\[[@B16]\]. An EB guideline was defined as a guideline developed after comprehensively reviewing and appraising the available literature, while a CB guideline is a guideline generated based on the consolidated opinions of a group of specialists. A CB-EB guideline is a special type of guideline developed based on a combination of expert consensus and some degree of explicit evidence appraisal\[[@B16]\].

For the purpose of normalizing the recommendations, the strength of the recommendations concerning the interventions were converted into a 4-level scoring system: (1) Strongly recommended; (2) Recommended; (3) Weak evidence; and (4) Insufficient evidence\[[@B17]\]. The highest level ''strongly recommended'' was based on at least one high-quality systematic review/meta-analysis or randomized controlled trial (RCT), with a strong body of evidence supporting the recommendation. The second highest level, "recommended," was based on at least one controlled clinical trial or RCT of lower quality, with a good body of evidence that could be convincing in clinical practice. "Weak evidence'' is supported only by a strong clinical or expert opinion but lacks a basis in scientific evidence, and it should be utilized with caution. The lowest level is "insufficient evidence", which means that the statement is lacking in scientific evidence, and the subject of controversy is not supported by clinical or expert consensus.

Two authors individually assessed the levels of the recommendations. Disagreement was resolved by discussion, and consensus was reached with a third individual (GJ).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Given that this systematic review was based on CPG, no statistical analyses were conducted.

RESULTS
=======

General information
-------------------

A total of 649 records were captured, of which 30 CPGs met the inclusion criteria and were chosen as the data sources (16 IBS CPGs, 10 FC CPGs, and 4 CPGs for both)\[[@B18]-[@B48]\]. The general information regarding these CPGs is summarized in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. All CPGs were developed with the support of professional academic associations, except for two IBS CPGs, namely, the IBS NICE guideline\[[@B27]\], which was generated by a special guideline development group from the Royal College of Nursing, and the IBS Hong Kong guideline\[[@B31]\], which was developed by a special committee composed of ten clinical doctors.

###### 

General information of 30 clinical practice guidelines

  **Disease**                **No**.                                                                                                                                                                                **Title**                                                                                                             **Publication year**                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **Academic organization**                                 **Category**   **Medical system**
  -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- -------------- --------------------
  Irritable bowel syndrome   1                                                                                                                                                                                      American Gastroenterological Association medical position statement: Irritable bowel syndrome                         2002                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            American Gastroenterological Association (AGA)            EB             WM
  2                          Guidelines on the irritable bowel syndrome: mechanisms and practical management                                                                                                        2007                                                                                                                  British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG)                                                                                                                                                                                                       EB                                                        WM             
  3                          Asian consensus on irritable bowel syndrome                                                                                                                                            2010                                                                                                                  Asian Neurogastroenterology and Motility Association (ANMA)                                                                                                                                                                                     EB                                                        WM             
  4                          Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with traditional Chinese medicine                                                                                        2010                                                                                                                  China Society of Digestive Diseases in Chinese Medicine                                                                                                                                                                                         CB                                                        TCM            
  5                          Irritable bowel syndrome\--the main recommendations                                                                                                                                    2011                                                                                                                  German Society for Digestive and Metabolic Diseases (DGVS) German Society for Neurogastroenterology and Motility (DGNM)                                                                                                                         EB                                                        WM             
  6                          Consensus on irritable bowel syndrome by integrative medicine                                                                                                                          2011                                                                                                                  Speciality Committee of Digestive Diseases, Chinese Association of Integrative Medicine (CAIM)                                                                                                                                                  CB-EB                                                     IM             
  7                          American Gastroenterological Association Institute Guideline on the pharmacological management of irritable bowel syndrome                                                             2014                                                                                                                  American Gastroenterological Association (AGA)                                                                                                                                                                                                  EB                                                        WM             
  8                          Evidence-based clinical practice guidelines for irritable bowel syndrome                                                                                                               2015                                                                                                                  Japanese Society of Gastroenterology (JSGE)                                                                                                                                                                                                     EB                                                        WM             
  9                          Irritable bowel syndrome: a global perspective                                                                                                                                         2015                                                                                                                  World Gastroenterology Organisation (WGO)                                                                                                                                                                                                       CB-EB                                                     WM             
  10                         Irritable bowel syndrome in adults: diagnosis and management                                                                                                                           2015                                                                                                                  National Collaborating Centre for Nursing and Supportive Care (NICE)                                                                                                                                                                            CB-EB                                                     WM             
  11                         Expert consensus on irritable bowel syndrome in China                                                                                                                                  2016                                                                                                                  Chinese Society of Gastroenterology (CSGE)                                                                                                                                                                                                      EB                                                        WM             
  12                         Danish national guideline: Diagnosis and treatment of irritable bowel syndrome                                                                                                         2017                                                                                                                  Danish Society for Gastroenterology and Hepatology (DSGH)                                                                                                                                                                                       EB                                                        WM             
  13                         Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with traditional Chinese medicine (2017)                                                                                 2017                                                                                                                  China Society of Digestive Diseases in Chinese Medicine                                                                                                                                                                                         CB                                                        TCM            
  14                         The current treatment landscape of irritable bowel syndrome in adults in Hong Kong: Consensus statements                                                                               2017                                                                                                                  Multidisciplinary group of clinicians                                                                                                                                                                                                           CB-EB                                                     WM             
  15                         Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with integrative medicine (2017)                                                                                         2017                                                                                                                  Speciality Committee of Digestive Diseases, Chinese Association of Integrative Medicine (CAIM)                                                                                                                                                  CB                                                        IM             
  16                         Clinical practice guidelines for irritable bowel syndrome in Korea, 2017 revised edition                                                                                               2018                                                                                                                  Korean Society of Neurogastroenterology and Motility (KSNM)                                                                                                                                                                                     EB                                                        WM             
  Functional constipation    1                                                                                                                                                                                      Diagnosis and treatment consensus on functional constipation with traditional Chinese medicine                        2011                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            China Society of Digestive Diseases in Chinese Medicine   CB             TCM
  2                          World Gastroenterology Organisation global guideline constipation - a global perspective                                                                                               2011                                                                                                                  World Gastroenterology Organisation (WGO)                                                                                                                                                                                                       CB-EB                                                     WM             
  3                          Consensus statement AIGO/SICCR: Diagnosis and treatment of chronic constipation and obstructed defecation                                                                              2012                                                                                                                  Italian Association of Hospital Gastroenterologists (AIGO), Italian Society of Colo-Rectal Surgery (SICCR)                                                                                                                                      EB                                                        WM             
  4                          American Gastroenterological Association medical position statement on constipation                                                                                                    2013                                                                                                                  American Gastroenterological Association medical (AGA)                                                                                                                                                                                          EB                                                        WM             
  5                          Diagnosis and treatment guideline of chronic constipation in China                                                                                                                     2013                                                                                                                  Gastrointestinal Motility Group of Digestive Disease Branch and Colorecatal Group of Surgery Branch of Chinese Medical Association                                                                                                              CB-EB                                                     WM             
  6                          Guideline for the diagnosis and treatment of chronic functional constipation in Korea, 2015 revised edition                                                                            2016                                                                                                                  Korean Society of Neurogastroenterology and Motility (KSNM)                                                                                                                                                                                     EB                                                        WM             
  7                          Diagnosis and treatment expert consensus on chronic constipation with traditional Chinese medicine (2017)                                                                              2017                                                                                                                  China Association of Chinese Medicine (CACM)                                                                                                                                                                                                    CB                                                        TCM            
  8                          Diagnosis and treatment consensus on chronic constipation with integrative medicine                                                                                                    2018                                                                                                                  Chinese Association of Integrative Medicine (CAIM)                                                                                                                                                                                              CB                                                        IM             
  9                          Clinical practice guidelines from the French National Society of Coloproctology in treating chronic constipation                                                                       2018                                                                                                                  French National Society of Coloproctology (SNFCP)                                                                                                                                                                                               EB                                                        WM             
  10                         Indian consensus on chronic constipation in adults: A joint position statement of the Indian Motility and Functional Diseases Association and the Indian Society of Gastroenterology   2018                                                                                                                  Indian Motility and Functional Diseases Association, Indian Society of Gastroenterology                                                                                                                                                         EB                                                        WM             
  Both                       1                                                                                                                                                                                      Recommendations on chronic constipation (including constipation associated with irritable bowel syndrome) treatment   2007                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Canadian Association of Gastroenterology (CAG)            EB             WM
  2                          Guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of common internal diseases in Chinese medicine: Diseases of modern medicine                                                                    2008                                                                                                                  China Association of Chinese Medicine (CACM)                                                                                                                                                                                                    CB                                                        TCM            
  3                          American College of Gastroenterology monograph on the management of irritable bowel syndrome and chronic idiopathic constipation                                                       2014                                                                                                                  American College of Gastroenterology (ACG)                                                                                                                                                                                                      EB                                                        WM             
  4                          Clinical practice guideline: Irritable bowel syndrome with constipation and functional constipation in the adult                                                                       2016                                                                                                                  Sociedad Española de Patología Digestiva (SEPD), Sociedad Española de Medicina de Familia y Comunitaria (semFYC), Sociedad Española de Médicos de Atención Primaria (SEMERGEN) and Sociedad Española de Médicos Generales y de Familia (SEMG)   EB                                                        WM             

CB: Consensus-based; CB-EB: Consensus-based with no comprehensive consideration of evidence-based; EB: Evidence-based; IM: Integrative medicine; TCM: Traditional Chinese medicine; WM: Western medicine.

For IBS, essentially all WM CPGs were EB guidelines except for three (WGO guideline, NICE guideline, and Hong Kong guideline), which were developed as CB-EB guidelines\[[@B26],[@B27],[@B31]\]. The two TCM guidelines were CB guidelines\[[@B21],[@B30]\]. Two IM guidelines were identified: the earlier 2011 IM CPG was a CB-EB guideline\[[@B23]\], while the latter 2017 IM CPG was a CB guideline\[[@B32]\]. Among the 16 CPGs, one CPG only contained pharmacological management recommendations\[[@B24]\], and the rest were comprehensive IBS guidelines. For FC, two WM CPGs were developed as CB-EB guidelines\[[@B35],[@B38]\], while the others were all EB guidelines. The remaining two TCM CPGs and one IM CPG were generated as CB guidelines\[[@B34],[@B41],[@B42]\]. One CPG focused only on treatment\[[@B43]\], and the remaining FC CPGs were comprehensive guidelines. Four guidelines pertained to both diseases, while one CPG only discussed the symptom of constipation, namely, IBS-constipation (IBS-C), and FC\[[@B45]\].

Current understanding of pathophysiologies and diagnoses of IBS and FC
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the CPGs, the specific mechanisms underlying IBS remain unclear. Although no unique or characteristic pathophysiological mechanism has been identified for IBS, there are multiple interrelated factors that affect symptoms in individuals that are mentioned in the CPGs. Visceral hypersensitivity is the most convincing factor with strong evidence described in the guidelines. It is considered to be the core pathological mechanism underlying symptom occurrence and IBS development\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B26],[@B28]\]. Another important factor was thought to be altered gut motility. However, the CPGs mentioned that the difference in gut motility between IBS patients and healthy individuals is quantitative rather than qualitative, which means that the altered motility may not always be related to the symptoms\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B28]\]. Other relevant factors include brain-gut axis dysregulation, microbiota abnormality, intestinal infection, mucosal inflammation, psychological disturbances, and genetics\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B25],[@B28]\]. All these changes have been illustrated in IBS patients; however, whether they are causal or secondary alterations remains unclear.

Similarly, according to the CPGs with relevant content, the pathophysiology of FC is still unclear. Basically, FC is caused by changes in colonic motility and disorders of the pelvic floor and/or anorectal function\[[@B34],[@B38],[@B39],[@B48]\]. Based on the current understanding, FC can be categorized into three subtypes: Slow transit constipation (STC), normal transit constipation (NTC), and defecatory disorder (DD)\[[@B34],[@B38],[@B39],[@B48]\]. In addition, some guidelines mentioned that some patients may have combination subtypes or even present with characteristics of IBS\[[@B39],[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\].

For the diagnosis, the ROME criteria are the gold standard generally accepted by the CPGs. However, exceptions could be found in several guidelines. Specifically, the IBS NICE guideline used diagnostic criteria based on symptoms\[[@B27]\]. The 2016 Korean FC guideline provided a symptomatic definition of chronic constipation, including infrequent bowel movements, hard stool, sensation of incomplete evacuation, straining while defecating, sensation of anorectal blockage during defecation, and assistance of digital maneuvers\[[@B40]\]. In the 2018 French FC guideline, diagnostic information was not included\[[@B43]\]. Because the ROME criteria were updated over time, the diagnostic criteria given by the CPGs also continued to evolve. The ROME IV criteria were widely utilized in guidelines developed after 2016.

Current perspectives on management of IBS with WM
-------------------------------------------------

The description is relatively simple for the general management of IBS based on the available guidelines. Forming an effective therapeutic patient-doctor relationship was strongly recommended or recommended by six comprehensive CPGs\[[@B18],[@B20],[@B25]-[@B28],[@B32]\], while other CPGs lacked relevant content. Symptom monitoring may be helpful to identify possible triggers that exacerbate symptoms, but symptom monitoring was only supported by weak evidence in two CPGs\[[@B18],[@B20]\]. Ten CPGs with relevant content all found weak or insufficient evidence with regard to recommending dietary modification\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B25]-[@B28],[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\]. However, with regard to specific dietary interventions, the suggestions may not be consistent. A low fermentable oligo-di-monosaccharide and polyol (FODMAP) diet was the center of the debate. It was recommended by two CPGs\[[@B25],[@B29]\], while the other six CPGs considered the evidence to be weak\[[@B28],[@B31]-[@B33],[@B47],[@B48]\].

Three major symptoms of IBS are abdominal pain, diarrhea, and constipation. Therefore, the conventional pharmacological interventions were classified based on those three dimensions. A summary of the strengths of the recommendations is provided in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Strengths of recommendations regarding pharmacological interventions for irritable bowel syndrome in 20 clinical practice guidelines

                                              **Drugs**                                                                                                                          **Recommendations by CPGs**
  ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pain                                        Antispasmodics                                                                                                                     Strongly recommended or recommended by 13 CPGs; weak evidence reported by 1 CPG
  Peppermint oil                              Strongly recommended or recommended by 4 CPGs                                                                                      
  TCAs[1](#T2FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}        Strongly recommended or recommended by 10 CPGs; weak evidence reported by 3 CPG                                                    
  SSRIs                                       Strongly recommended or recommended by 10 CPGs; weak evidence reported by 3 CPG                                                    
  Diarrhea                                    Loperamide                                                                                                                         Recommended by 9 CPGs; weak evidence reported by 3 CPG
  Alosetron[2](#T2FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Strongly recommended or recommended by 7 CPGs                                                                                      
  Eluxadoline                                 Strongly recommended by 1 CPG; insufficient evidence reported by 1 CPG                                                             
  Constipation                                Mosapride                                                                                                                          Recommended by 1 CPG
  Prucalopride                                Insufficient evidence reported by 5 CPGs                                                                                           
  PEG                                         Recommended by 6 CPGs; weak evidence reported by 1 CPG; insufficient evidence reported by 7 CPGs[3](#T2FN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  Linaclotide                                 Strongly recommended or recommended by 7 CPGs                                                                                      
  Lubiprostone                                Strongly recommended by 6 CPGs; insufficient evidence reported by 1 CPG                                                            
  Global symptoms                             Probiotics                                                                                                                         Strongly recommended or recommended by 6 CPGs; weak or insufficient evidence reported by 5 CPG
  Rifaximin                                   Recommended by 6 CPGs; weak or insufficient evidence reported by 5 CPG                                                             

TCAs should be avoided in irritable bowel syndrome-C patients;

Alosetron should only be used in women with severe irritable bowel syndrome-D;

PEG was considered to have insufficient evidence regarding global symptom improvement.

TCAs: Tricyclic antidepressants; PEG: Polyethylene glycol; CPG: Clinical practice guidelines.

Pain
----

Antispasmodics were the main drugs used to address pain in IBS. They were strongly recommended or recommended by 13 CPGs\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B24]-[@B29],[@B31],[@B33],[@B48]\], while only 1 CPG reported weak evidence\[[@B47]\]. Peppermint oil was the other drug that had the potential to be considered a first-line therapy for pain. Three CPGs strongly recommended or recommended it\[[@B26],[@B29],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Antidepressants, including tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs) and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), could be considered when the first-line therapies were ineffective. Ten CPGs strongly recommended or recommended the application of antidepressants for severe pain\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B25],[@B28],[@B29],[@B33],[@B47],[@B48]\], while three CPGs reported weak evidence\[[@B24],[@B26],[@B27]\]. Interestingly, several CPGs suggested that TCAs should be avoided in IBS-C patients because of adverse events\[[@B20],[@B47],[@B48]\].

Diarrhea
--------

Currently, only three antidiarrheals have been applied in clinical practice: loperamide, alosetron, and eluxadoline. Loperamide was recommended by nine CPGs\[[@B18]-[@B20],[@B22],[@B24]-[@B26],[@B28],[@B47]\], while three CPGs reported weak evidence\[[@B27],[@B29],[@B33]\]. However, many guidelines suggested that loperamide could only be used to relieve the symptoms of diarrhea but not to improve IBS global symptoms\[[@B20],[@B24]-[@B26],[@B28],[@B29],[@B33],[@B47]\]. Alosetron is a type of 5-hydroxytryptamine-3 (5-HT~3~) receptor antagonist and can only be used in women with severe IBS-D. It was strongly recommended by three CPGs \[[@B19],[@B22],[@B25]\] and recommended by four other CPGs\[[@B24],[@B26],[@B28],[@B47]\]. Eluxadoline is a new agent approved in the United States in 2015. Therefore, the 2015 WGO guideline reported insufficient evidence\[[@B26]\], while the 2016 CSG guideline reported strong evidence\[[@B28]\].

Constipation
------------

5-HT~4~ receptor agonists, osmotic laxatives, and prosecretory agents are used for IBS-C. Mosapride and prucalopride are two available 5-HT~4~ receptor agonists. However, only one CPG recommended mosapride for IBS-C\[[@B25]\], and three CPGs reported insufficient evidence for prucalopride\[[@B22],[@B25],[@B29],[@B33],[@B48]\]. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a type of osmotic laxatives available for IBS treatment. When considered for the relief of constipation, six CPGs recommended PEG\[[@B22],[@B24],[@B28],[@B33],[@B47],[@B48]\], while the Danish guideline reported weak evidence\[[@B29]\]. However, when considered for the overall symptoms, seven CPGs reported insufficient evidence\[[@B24],[@B25],[@B28],[@B33],[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\]. The prosecretory agents included lubiprostone and linaclotide. Linaclotide was strongly recommended or recommended by seven CPGs\[[@B24]-[@B26],[@B28],[@B29],[@B47],[@B48]\]. However, lubiprostone did not obtain consistent recommendations. Six CPGs gave strong recommendation\[[@B24]-[@B26],[@B28],[@B47],[@B48]\], while the Korean guideline reported insufficient evidence\[[@B33]\].

Other drugs
-----------

Probiotics are also a type of drugs used for the treatment of IBS, and they are utilized to relieve the global symptoms of IBS. However, in general, the recommendation levels in the CPGs are not consistent. Six CPGs gave strong recommendation or recommendation\[[@B19],[@B20],[@B22],[@B25],[@B28],[@B31]\], while the other five CPGs reported weak or insufficient evidence\[[@B26],[@B29],[@B33],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Additionally, some CPGs mentioned that the most effective species and strains were not yet confirmed\[[@B19],[@B20],[@B25],[@B26],[@B28],[@B29],[@B31],[@B33],[@B47]\]. Rifaximin is a synthetic antibiotic that could be considered for the treatment of IBS. It was recommended by six CPGs\[[@B19],[@B24],[@B26],[@B28],[@B31],[@B47]\], while weak or insufficient evidence was reported by five CPGs\[[@B22],[@B25],[@B29],[@B33],[@B48]\].

Current perspectives on management of FC with WM
------------------------------------------------

The general management of FC includes appropriate physical exercise, increasing fluid intake and dietary fiber, and forming regular defecation habits. Among the nine CPGs that mentioned physical exercise, six gave weak recommendation\[[@B38],[@B40]-[@B42],[@B44],[@B48]\], and three considered there to be insufficient evidence\[[@B37],[@B43],[@B45]\]. In addition, of the nine guidelines that referred to increased fluid intake, five provided weak recommendation\[[@B35],[@B38],[@B41],[@B42],[@B44]\], and the other four reported insufficient evidence\[[@B37],[@B43],[@B45],[@B48]\]. With regard to increasing dietary fiber, two guidelines recommended that consuming food with a high soluble fiber content could benefit mild constipation\[[@B43],[@B48]\]. The other six guidelines thought that there was only weak evidence supporting the recommendation of increasing dietary fiber intake\[[@B35],[@B38]-[@B42],[@B44],[@B45],[@B47]\]. Five guidelines mentioned the formation of defecation habits, with weak recommendation in the French guideline and three Chinese guidelines \[[@B38],[@B41]-[@B43]\], while the 2012 Italian guideline reported insufficient evidence\[[@B37]\].

Although constipation is a symptom shared by IBS and FC, narration is more common in FC CPGs. The treatment of FC has a clear algorithm. Hence, the following elaboration was based on the therapeutic sequence. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} summarizes the strengths of the recommendations in the corresponding guidelines.

###### 

Strengths of recommendations regarding pharmacological interventions for functional constipation in 14 clinical practice guidelines

  **Category**              **Drugs**                                                                                                                 **Recommendations by CPGs**
  ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Bulking agents            Psyllium                                                                                                                  Strongly recommended or recommended by 10 CPGs
  Bran                      Recommended by 2 CPGs, insufficient evidence reported by 6 CPGs                                                           
  Stool softeners           Docusate sodium                                                                                                           Insufficient evidence reported by 4 CPGs
  Liquid paraffin           Insufficient evidence reported by 4 CPGs                                                                                  
  Glycerin                  Insufficient evidence reported by 4 CPGs                                                                                  
  Osmotic laxatives         PEG                                                                                                                       Strongly recommended or recommended by 10 CPGs
  Lactulose                 Recommended by 10 CPGs                                                                                                    
  Magnesium salts           Recommended by 1 CPG, insufficient evidence reported by 2 CPGs                                                            
  Stimulant laxatives       Bisacodyl                                                                                                                 Recommended by 9 CPGs, weak evidence reported by 1 CPG, insufficient evidence reported by 1 CPG
  Sodium picosulfate        Recommended by 9 CPGs, weak evidence reported by 1 CPG, insufficient evidence reported by 1 CPG                           
  Senna                     Insufficient evidence reported by 6 CPGs                                                                                  
  Prosecretory agents       Lubiprostone                                                                                                              Strongly recommended or recommended by 7 CPGs
  Linaclotide               Strongly recommended or recommended by 7 CPGs                                                                             
  Others                    Prucalopride                                                                                                              Strongly recommended or recommended by 9 CPGs
  Probiotics                Insufficient evidence reported by 6 CPGs                                                                                  
  Enema and suppositories   Weak evidence reported by 6 CPGs, Strongly recommended by 1 CPG (CO~2~-releasing suppositories for distal constipation)   

PEG: Polyethylene glycol; CPG: Clinical practice guidelines.

Bulking agents and stool softeners
----------------------------------

Bulking agents are fiber supplements that can be classified into soluble fiber and insoluble fiber. Psyllium is the most frequently utilized soluble fiber supplement. It was strongly recommended or recommended by ten guidelines\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B42]-[@B45],[@B47]\]. Bran is the representative insoluble fiber supplement. However, six CPGs reported insufficient evidence supporting the application of this fiber supplementation in clinical practice\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B39],[@B44],[@B47]\], and only two CPGs recommended it\[[@B42],[@B43]\]. Stool softeners, such as docusate sodium, liquid paraffin, and glycerin, are not commonly used in clinical practice. Only four guidelines had relevant content, and they all considered there to be insufficient evidence supporting the usage of stool softeners\[[@B35],[@B37],[@B40],[@B43]\].

Osmotic and stimulant laxatives
-------------------------------

Osmotic agents contain non-absorbable ions or molecules which retain water in the bowel lumen. The conventional medicines include polyethylene glycol (PEG), lactulose, and magnesium salts. Among these three agents, PEG was uniformly strongly recommended by all WM CPGs\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B43]-[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\]. In addition, the only IM CPG also recommended the use of PEG. After PEG, lactulose was the next most commonly recommended, and it was uniformly recommended by nine WM CPGs and one IM CPG\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B39],[@B42]-[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Only three CPGs mentioned magnesium salts, two of which reported insufficient evidence\[[@B37],[@B45]\], while the French guideline recommended it based on updated evidence\[[@B43]\].

Stimulant laxatives promote fluid and electrolyte secretion by the colon or induce peristalsis in the colon. The commonly used agents contain bisacodyl, sodium picosulfate, and senna. Bisacodyl and sodium picosulfate were recommended by nine CPGs\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B42],[@B44],[@B47],[@B48]\]; however, the French guideline only found weak evidence\[[@B43]\], and the 2007 Canadian guideline reported insufficient evidence\[[@B45]\]. In consideration of the publication years of these guidelines, the discrepancy in recommendations may be the result of updated evidence. In addition, as a conventional laxative, senna was not recommended in the clinical setting due to insufficient evidence\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B39],[@B42],[@B45]\]. However, although the efficacy of bisacodyl and sodium picosulfate was accepted by many CPGs, as stimulant laxatives, they can only be used in short term and then discontinued.

Prosecretory agents
-------------------

The currently available proseretory drugs are linaclotide and lubiprostone. Linaclotide is a guanylate cyclase C agonist which enhances intracellular cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) levels in the enterocyte and then promotes the secretion of bicarbonate and chloride into the lumen. Seven CPGs with related content strongly recommended it for the treatment of constipation\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Lubiprostone is a chloride channel activator that can enhance chloride secretion, improve transit, and facilitate defecation. Lubiprostone is also strongly recommended or recommended by seven CPGs\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B47],[@B48]\].

Other drugs
-----------

Serotonin (5-HT) is a critical component in the gastrointestinal tract and could regulate gut motility, secretory and sensory functions. There are seven major classes of 5-HT receptor subtypes (5-HT~1-7~), and the stimulation of the 5-HT~4~ receptor is responsible for excitatory effects. Prucalopride is a selective 5-HT~4~ receptor agonist used in clinical practice and was strongly recommended or recommended by nine CPGs\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B42],[@B44],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Probiotics are live bacteria and are thought to possess multiple immunoregulatory functions. Although probiotics are increasing popular in the management of functional gastrointestinal disorders, there is insufficient evidence to support their application in FC\[[@B37],[@B40],[@B43],[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]\]. Enemas and suppositories are local treatments for constipation and have been utilized for hundreds of years. Although there is not enough scientific evidence to support their usage, six CPGs gave weak recommendation based on the expert consensus\[[@B38]-[@B40],[@B43],[@B45],[@B48]\]. Nevertheless, the French guideline strongly recommended the use of a new type of CO~2~-releasing suppositories for distal constipation\[[@B43]\].

Biofeedback therapy and surgery
-------------------------------

Biofeedback is a re-training technique based on the use of electrical or mechanical instruments to enhance the biological response. It can be used to train patients to relax their pelvic floor muscles while straining and to coordinate relaxation and pushing to achieve defecation. The efficacy and safety of biofeedback therapy have been demonstrated repeatedly in DD patients in multiple trials. Therefore, nine CPGs provided strong recommendation regarding biofeedback therapy for DD management\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B43]-[@B45],[@B48]\].

For patients with severe STC and the failure to respond to conventional drugs, surgical treatment could be considered. This recommendation was made in seven guidelines. However, because of insufficient evidence, the evidence could only be considered weak\[[@B35],[@B37]-[@B40],[@B43]-[@B45],[@B48]\]. In addition, the indications and surgical procedures should be comprehensively evaluated. Moreover, careful physical and laboratory tests are mandatory before surgical intervention.

TCM interventions
-----------------

In both diseases, there were five CPGs that gave recommendations regarding TCM interventions. However, due to limited evidence, TCM interventions were considered to have weak or insufficient evidence. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, TCM is widely utilized in clinical practice in China and East Asia. Therefore, we believe that it is still necessary to summarize the current TCM interventions, which could benefit their clinical applicability and future research.

Pattern differentiation
-----------------------

Pattern differentiation is the core principle in TCM. Tables [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} summarize the patterns listed in the available TCM and IM guidelines for IBS and FC. The diagnosis of these patterns is based on patient symptoms along with inspection of the tongue and pulse. In general, patients should manifest at least two symptoms related to defecation and abdominal discomfort and at least two other somatic symptoms. The tongue and pulse inspections are for reference purposes. For IBS-diarrhea (IBS-D), "liver depression and spleen deficiency" was the commonly accepted pattern. For IBS-constipation (IBS-C), "liver depression and qi stagnation" was the generally agreed on pattern. For IBS-mixed (IBS-M), there was only one pattern listed, namely, "cold-heat complex". For FC, four patterns were generally accepted: Intestinal excess heat, intestinal qi stagnation, dual deficiency of the lung and spleen, and spleen-kidney yang deficiency.

###### 

Patterns listed in three traditional Chinese medicine clinical practice guidelines and two integrative medicine clinical practice guidelines for irritable bowel syndrome

  **Title**                                                                                                                                      **IBS-D**   **IBS-C**   **IBS-M**                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  Guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of common internal diseases in Chinese medicine: diseases of modern medicine: irritable bowel disease                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                 \*          \*          \*                         \*   \*                  \*
  Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with traditional Chinese medicine                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                 \*          \*          \*          \*             \*        \*             
  Consensus on irritable bowel syndrome by integrative medicine                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                 \*                                       \*        \*        \*             \*
  Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with traditional Chinese medicine (2017)                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                 \*          \*          \*          \*        \*   \*   \*   \*   \*   \*   
  Diagnosis and treatment consensus on irritable bowel syndrome with integrative medicine (2017)                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                 \*                      \*          \*   \*        \*        \*             \*

A: Pattern of liver depression and spleen deficiency: diarrhea right after abdominal pain onset, pain relieving after diarrhea, symptoms onset related to emotions, impatience and irritability, frequent sighing, distention and fullness in chest and hypochondrium, pale red tongue, thin and white fur, string-like pulse or string-like and fine pulse; B: Pattern of spleen deficiency with dampness encumbrance: abdominal pain or discomfort, sloppy stool or diarrhea, onset or exacerbation after overworking and/or cold attacking, pale and enlarged tongue or with teeth-marked, white and slimy fur, weak pulse; C: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency: diarrhea right after abdominal pain onset when getting-up, cold pain in abdomen, pain relieving after warming, cold body and limbs, soreness and weakness of waist and knees, pale and enlarged tongue, white and slimy fur, sunken and fine pulse; D: Pattern of spleen-stomach dampness-heat: diarrhea combined with abdominal pain, urgent or ungratifying diarrhea, burning pain in anus, bitter taste in the mouth, red tongue, yellow and slimy fur, slippery and rapid pulse; E: Pattern of spleen-stomach weakness: diarrhea after diet, sloppy stool or diarrhea with mucus, torpid intake, abdominal distention after diet, gastric stuffiness, pale and enlarged tongue with teeth-marked, white fur, fine and weak pulse; F: Pattern of cold-heat complex: loose stool or diarrhea at times, abdominal pain before defecation and alleviation after defecation, abdominal distension or borborygmus, bitter taste or bad breath, intolerance of cold, easily attack after cold, pale tongue, thin yellow fur, string-like and thin pulse or string-like and slippery pulse; G: Pattern of liver depression and qi stagnation: constipation, hard bound stool, difficult evacuation, abdominal pain and distention, exacerbation when emotional disorder, distention and fullness in chest and hypochondrium, frequent sighing, red tongue, thin, white or yellow, and slimy fur, string-like pulse; H: Pattern of deficiency of blood and yin: abdominal pain and discomfort, dry stool like globule, difficult evacuation, dizziness and palpitation, insomnia with dreaminess, pale complexion, lips and nails, pale red or red tongue, thin and white fur, fine and weak pulse; I: Pattern of dryness-heat of intestines: dry stool like globule with mucus outside, difficult evacuation, lump in the lower abdomen, distending pain when pressing, red tongue, yellow and dry fur, fine and rapid pulse; J: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency: dry or less dry stool, difficult defecation, cold pain in abdomen and alleviation after warm, clear and abundant urine, lack of warm in limbs, bright pale complexion, pale tongue, white fur, sunken and slow pulse; K: Pattern of lung-spleen qi deficiency: less dry and hard stool, difficult defecation but with desire, abdominal pain before defecation, tiredness and short of breath, laziness of speech, lack of strength after defecation, pale tongue, white fur, weak pulse; L: Pattern of cold-heat complex: alternative diarrhea and constipation, abdominal pain and discomfort, stuffiness and fullness in abdomen, bitter taste in the mouth, dark red tongue, thin yellow fur or white slimy fur, string-like and fine pulse or string-like and slippery pulse. IBS: Irritable bowel syndrome.

###### 

Patterns listed in three traditional Chinese medicine clinical practice guidelines and one integrative medicine clinical practice guidelines for functional constipation

  **Title**                                                                                                                                      **FC**                            
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  Guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of common internal diseases in Chinese medicine: diseases of modern medicine: functional constipation   \*       \*   \*   \*   \*        
  Diagnosis and treatment consensus on functional constipation with traditional Chinese medicine                                                 \*       \*   \*   \*        \*   
  Diagnosis and treatment expert consensus on chronic constipation with traditional Chinese medicine (2017)                                      \*       \*   \*   \*   \*   \*   \*
  Diagnosis and treatment consensus on chronic constipation with integrative medicine                                                            \*       \*   \*   \*   \*   \*   \*

A: Pattern of intestinal excess heat: Dry bound stool, abdominal pain and/or distention, dry and bitter taste in the mouth, scant reddish urine, reddened complexion, vexation and inability to sleep, red tongue, yellow and dry fur, slippery and rapid pulse; B: Pattern of intestinal qi stagnation: Inhibited defecation, dry or non-dry stool, abdominal pain and distention, borborigmus and frequent fecal qi, frequent belching, agitation or depression, pale red tongue, thin and slimy fur, string-like pulse; C: Pattern of dual deficiency of the lung-spleen: Difficult defecation but with desire, sweating and short of breath after exerting strength, lack of strength after defecation, lassitude of spirit and laziness of speech, pale tongue, white fur, weak pulse; D: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency: Difficult defecation, clear and abundant urine, cold pain in abdomen, lack of warm in limbs, bright pale complexion, pale tongue, white fur, sunken and slow pulse; E: Pattern of yin deficiency and intestinal dryness: Dry bound stool like globule, dry mouth and less fluid, vexation and insomnia, tidal fever and night sweating, red tongue, scanty fur, thin and rapid pulse; F: Pattern of fluid depletion and blood deficiency: Dry bound stool like globule, dry mouth and less fluid, dizziness and tinnitus, soreness and weakness of waist and knees, palpitations and fearful throbbing, pale or red tongue, white or scanty fur, weak pulse; G: Pattern of cold accumulation: Difficult defecation, urgent and cold pain in abdomen with relief by warmth, lack of warm in limbs, light and dark tongue, white and greasy fur, string-like and tight pulse. FC: Functional constipation.

Chinese formula based on pattern differentiation
------------------------------------------------

Tables [6](#T6){ref-type="table"} and [7](#T7){ref-type="table"} summarize the current recommendations for the Chinese formulas used for IBS and FC, respectively. For IBS-D with liver depression and spleen deficiency, the Tongxieyao formula was consistently advised by five CPGs. Similarly, the Liumo decoction was popularly recommended by five CPGs for the treatment of IBS-C with the pattern of liver depression and qi stagnation (In the 2008 IBS TCM guideline, the suggested formula was Wumo decoction combined with Sini powder, which could be considered as a modified Liumo decoction). For IBS-M, the recommendations were not uniform, and Wumei pills was relatively commonly acknowledged. For the previously mentioned four common patterns in FC, the recommended formulas were Maziren pills (intestinal excess heat), Liumo decoction (intestinal qi stagnation), Huangqi decoction (dual deficiency of the lung and spleen), and Jichuan decoction (spleen-kidney yang deficiency).

###### 

Chinese formulas listed in three traditional Chinese medicine clinical practice guidelines and two integrative medicine clinical practice guidelines for irritable bowel syndrome

          **Pattern**                              **Formula**                                                **Patent medicine**
  ------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  IBS-D   A                                        Tongxieyao formula and Sini powder                         \-
  B       Shenlingbaizhu powder                    Shenlingbaizhu granules                                    
  C       Fuzilizhong decoction and Sishen pills   Gubenyichang tablets, Bupiyichang pills and Sishen pills   
  D       Gegengqinlian decoction                  Gegengqinlian micro pills                                  
  E       Shenlingbaizhu powder                    Shenlingbaizhu granules                                    
  F       Wumei pills                              \-                                                         
  IBS-C   G                                        Sini powder, Wumo decoction and Liumo decoction            Simo decoction oral liquid and Liuweinengxiao capsules
  H       Siwu decoction and Zengye decoction      Ziyinrunchang oral liquid                                  
  I       Maziren pills                            Marenrunchang pills                                        
  J       Jichuan decoction                        Qirongrunchang oral liquid                                 
  K       Huangqi decoction                        \-                                                         
  IBS-M   L                                        Banxiaxiexin decoction Wumei pills                         Wumei pills

A: Pattern of liver depression and spleen deficiency; B: Pattern of spleen deficiency with dampness encumbrance; C: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency; D: Pattern of spleen-stomach dampness-heat; E: Pattern of spleen-stomach weakness; F: Pattern of cold-heat complex; G: Pattern of liver depression and qi stagnation; H: Pattern of deficiency of blood and yin; I: Pattern of dryness-heat of intestines; J: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency; K: Pattern of lung-spleen qi deficiency; L: Pattern of cold-heat complex. IBS: Irritable bowel syndrome.

###### 

Chinese formulas listed in three traditional Chinese medicine clinical practice guidelines and one integrative medicine clinical practice guidelines for functional constipation

  **Pattern**   **Decoction**       **Patent medicine**
  ------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  A             Maziren pills       Marenrunchang pills, Maren pills and Huanglianshangqing pills
  B             Liumo decoction     Muxiangliqi tablets, Zhishidaozhi pills, Muxiangbinlang pills and Simotang oral liquid
  C             Huangqi decoction   Bianmitong oral liquid and Qirongrunchang oral liquid
  D             Jichuan decoction   Banliu pills and Congrongtongbian oral liquid
  E             Zenye decoction     Tongle granules
  F             Runchang pills      Wurenrunchang pills

A: Pattern of intestinal excess heat; B: Pattern of intestinal qi stagnation; C: Pattern of deficiency of spleen and qi; D: Pattern of spleen-kidney yang deficiency; E: Pattern of yin deficiency and intestinal dryness; F: Pattern of fluid depletion and blood deficiency.

External interventions
----------------------

All TCM and IM CPGs provided recommendations for acupuncture therapy for both diseases, except for the 2008 IBS TCM guideline. For IBS-D, the primary acupoints included Zusanli (ST36), Tianshu (ST25), and Sanyinjiao (SP6). The primary acupoints for IBS-C and FC were basically the same, including Dachangshu (BL25), Tianshu (ST25), Zhigou (SJ6), and Fenglong (ST40). For FC, the 2011 and 2017 TCM guidelines also provided a recommendation for ear acupuncture. The acupoints included Wei (CO~4~), Dachang (CO~7~), Xiaochang (CO~6~), Zhichang (HX~2~), Jiaogan (AH~6a~), Pizhixia (AT~4~), and Sanjiao (CO~17~). Three or four points were recommended to be selected every time, and medium stimulation was to be given. Umbilical compression therapy was also mentioned in several guidelines, while the application of that therapy may need extra caution due to the limited instructions.

DISCUSSION
==========

Currently, CPGs are a compulsory tool for daily clinical practice\[[@B49]\]. In China, more than two-thirds of medical practitioners would utilize CPGs routinely\[[@B50]\]. Therefore, in consideration of the position and function of these guidelines, they should be developed strictly on the basis of scientific evidence to reduce the potential for harm\[[@B49]\]. In this systematic review, 30 CPGs were included. Regardless of whether they pertained to IBS or FC, most WM CPGs were developed as EB guidelines, making them more convincing and practical. Some exceptional WM CPGs were established as CB-EB guidelines, whereas comprehensive evidence evaluation was found throughout the guidelines. Unsurprisingly, the majority of TCM CPGs and IM CPGs were developed as CB guidelines, which may be explained by the lack of TCM studies of satisfactory quality; however, this still limited the level of confidence in and practicability of these CPGs. Interestingly, the 2011 IBS and IM CPG was developed as a CB-EB guideline. However, the evidence in this CPG was almost all derived from review articles and consensus papers, which means that the level of evidence is weak.

There is no doubt that every guideline aims to establish a comprehensive and thorough set of medical statements. Nevertheless, current TCM or IM CPGs, which are not limited to IBS and FC, are basically CB guidelines. The core problem causing this phenomenon may be the unsatisfactory quality of the available scientific evidence. Although TCM has been applied in China for thousands of years, the first TCM RCT was published in 1982\[[@B51]\]. In addition, the late initiation of scientific studies on TCM has not fostered its development. According to the latest study, the quality of TCM RCTs is not optimal\[[@B52]\]. Therefore, the evidence in TCM and IM CPGs is not solid. We cannot deny that there have been some high-quality clinical trials conducted and published\[[@B53],[@B54]\]. Based on the recommendation system, these intervention methods could receive a secondary level recommendation. TCM interventions were included in the ROME IV criteria. However, there is still a long way to go to enrich the global evidence. In addition, the available TCM and IM CPGs were developed on the basis of an expert consensus established by a questionnaire survey or at an academic conference. No systematic evidence search strategy was formulated. Hence, the method of CPG development should also have importance attached to it.

Both in the IBS and FC WM CPGs, a relatively comprehensive management algorithm was given. Antispasmodics and peppermint oil for pain, loperamide for diarrhea, and linaclotide for constipation were relatively strongly recommended in the treatment of IBS. Patients with FC could first be given empiric treatments, including fiber supplement and osmotic laxatives. Afterwards, if the response is inadequate, DD should be excluded, and then relatively aggressive interventions such as stimulant laxatives and prosecretory agents could be given. However, there are still some gaps that lack suitable treatments. For instance, in IBS management, how should clinicians address global symptom improvement or an unsatisfactory response to first-line therapies? In FC management, what interventions should be prescribed between the intervals of stimulant laxative treatment? Moreover, how can clinicians solve the problem of patients refusing to continue taking medications? In clinical practice, these issues may be addressed *via* TCM and IM.

First, herbal medicine (decoction and patent medicine) could be a second-line choice when the first-line agents are not effective enough to improve certain symptoms, or certain interventions cannot be continuously administered, for instance, Tongxieyao formula for IBS-D and Maziren pills for IBS-C and FC. Notably, the application of Chinese herbal medicine should be based on pattern differentiation, which requires a second round of TCM evaluation in clinical practice. Nevertheless, it is still necessary to conduct rigorous high-quality clinical studies to enhance the strength of evidence supporting these recommendations. Second, acupuncture could be considered when global IBS symptoms are not alleviated or patients discontinue pharmacological treatments. The application of acupuncture could also avoid potential drug-drug interactions between herbal medicines and other pharmaceuticals because the active components in Chinese formulas are complicated. Additionally, other external TCM therapies could be adjunctive treatment options after high-quality evidence has been established.

As mentioned above, herb-drug interactions are a potential concern in clinical practice. Some components originating from herbs may alter the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles of pharmaceuticals, which then would influence their ultimate safety and efficacy\[[@B55]\]. Several studies have been conducted to reveal the potential interactions between common herbs and certain medications in a broad spectrum of diseases\[[@B56]-[@B58]\]. This is a positive trend in the IM research area; however, the accuracy of the data is still insufficient. Most TCM prescriptions in clinical practice were in the form of formulas. As a consequence, a single herb-drug interaction cannot represent the interactions with the whole formula. In our opinion, future studies could focus on the active components. The potential processes may include the following: (1) Recognizing major active components; (2) Testing the biological activity of the components; (3) Exploring the possible interactions based on the chemical structures; and (4) Verifying the interactions *via in vitro* and/or *in vivo* studies.

The basic concept of IM is to achieve synergistic therapeutic effects by combining WM with complementary and alternative medicine\[[@B59]\]. Currently, in China, as mentioned above, the use of TCM is routine in clinical practice. Therefore, the major form of IM in China is WM combined with TCM. However, we only identified three IM CPGs, and the contents were simple combinations of the available suggestions from TCM and WM, which means that the implementation of IM in clinical practice is still difficult. Thus, it is necessary to develop an independent IM CPG. This guideline should focus on the issues that clinical practitioners care the most about, such as management gaps that cannot be addressed with WM, advantages of TCM treatment options, and any potential gain or reduction in efficacy associated with IM interventions. Nonetheless, in consideration of the insufficient amount and unsatisfactory quality of the available evidence, this guideline can only be developed as a CB-EB guideline. However, in the future, when TCM and IM research is more mature, the IM CPG could definitely have stronger evidence and an improved impact.

In conclusion, there are relatively comprehensive management algorithms for IBS and FC that have already been developed. TCM has the potential to be used in the treatment of IBS and FC. With the support of high-quality clinical evidence, herbal medicine, acupuncture, and other external therapies could serve as supplemental second-line interventions for certain symptoms, therapy intervals, or special patients and could become therapeutic choices for the relief of global symptoms in IBS. In future, it is necessary to develop an independent IM CPG combining WM and TCM to guide clinical practice more efficiently.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and functional constipation (FC), two representative functional gastrointestinal disorders, are commonly encountered in daily clinical practice. In the outpatient setting, patients with IBS and FC account for 45.1% and 14.7% of all functional gastrointestinal disorder (FGID) patients, respectively. Nevertheless, the pathophysiologies of IBS and FC are still unclear, and the current interventions mostly address symptoms. Hence, in China, many clinicians consider integrating traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) into disease management. The effectiveness of TCM has been demonstrated through clinical experience and modern research, while the integration of Western medicine (WM) and TCM is still debated due to the unique medical system and various interventions involved in TCM. This systematic review is an innovative attempt to comprehensively summarize the recommendations with strong evidence in clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), aiming to identify the issues that might be addressed *via* integrative medicine (IM) and to provide new insights into future research.

Research motivation
-------------------

The fundamental purpose of IM is to obtain synergistic therapeutic effects by combining two medical systems, namely, WM and TCM. In clinical practice, it is still difficult for doctors to identify the most suitable interventions and their timing. CPGs are systematically developed medical statements that contain the currently available and generally accepted interventions accompanied by the corresponding recommendations. By identifying the strong evidence-based (EB) recommendations in the CPGs, clinicians can not only have a better understanding of the current management of IBS and FC but also recognize clinical questions that have potential in further IM research.

Research objectives
-------------------

The fundamental objective of this study was to systematically review the currently available CPGs and summarize the WM and TCM interventions that have strong evidence. More importantly, based on the available evidence, doctors and researchers can discover clinical issues that could be addressed with IM and then design relevant studies to verify the application.

Research methods
----------------

Seven databases, namely, PUBMED, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, the Chinese Biomedical Literature Database (SinoMed), the Chinese Scientific Journal Database, China National Knowledge Infrastructure, and the Wanfang database, were selected. The search terms were "clinical practice guideline", "medical statement", "expert consensus", "irritable bowel syndrome", "functional constipation", and the corresponding synonyms. In addition, the official websites of national health institutions and handbooks were selected as supplementary resources. The extracted information included the initiating organization, title, year of publication, definitions of diseases, and details of the recommendations. According to the method of development of the CPGs, the included records were classified into EB guidelines, consensus-based (CB) guidelines, and consensus-based guidelines with no comprehensive consideration of the EB (CB-EB) guidelines. In addition, based on the quality of evidence, the strength of the recommendations related to the interventions was translated into a 4-grade system as follows: strong recommendation, recommendation, weak evidence, and insufficient evidence.

Research results
----------------

A total of 30 CPGs were included in the systematic review, including 16 IBS CPGs, 10 FC CPGs, and 4 CPGs for both. In general, most WM CPGs were developed as EB guidelines, while all TCM CPGs and most IM CPGs were CB guidelines. For IBS, antispasmodics and peppermint oil for pain, loperamide for diarrhea, and linaclotide for constipation had relatively high recommendation levels. Psyllium as a bulking agent, polyethylene glycol and lactulose as osmotic laxatives, bisacodyl and sodium picosulfate as stimulant laxatives, lubiprostone and linaclotide as prosecretory agents, and prucalopride were supported by relatively strong clinical evidence. TCM interventions were generally recommended based on expert consensus, which limited the recommendation level to weak or insufficient. For IBS, "liver depression and spleen deficiency" for diarrhea, "liver depression and qi stagnation" for constipation, and "cold-heat complex" for mixed type were the generally accepted patterns. The corresponding TCM formulas were the Tongxieyao formula, Liumo decoction, and Wumei pills, respectively. For FC, four patterns were generally acknowledged: intestinal excess heat, intestinal qi stagnation, dual deficiency of the lung and spleen, and spleen-kidney yang deficiency. Correspondingly, the specific formulas were Maziren pills, Liumo decoction, Huangqi decoction, and Jichuan decoction, respectively. The majority of TCM and IM CPGs recommended acupuncture therapy. For IBS-D, the primary acupoints included Zusanli (ST36), Tianshu (ST25), and Sanyinjiao (SP6). For IBS-C and FC, the primary acupoints included Dachangshu (BL25), Tianshu (ST25), Zhigou (SJ6), and Fenglong (ST40).

Research conclusions
--------------------

This systematic review innovatively summarize the CPGs regarding both TCM and WM over the last 30 years, providing a comprehensive picture of the current management of IBS and FC. The results were generated from generally acknowledged CPGs, which guarantees high levels of confidence in and clinical practicality of the conclusions. According to the results, relatively comprehensive management algorithms for IBS and FC have been established. For IBS, patients manifest with different predominant symptoms, and they are treated with antispasmodics and peppermint oil for pain, loperamide for diarrhea, and linaclotide for constipation. For FC patients, empiric agents such as fiber supplements and osmotic laxatives are administered first. If an inadequate response occurs, relatively aggressive interventions such as stimulant laxatives and prosecretory agents are considered after excluding defecatory disorder. However, there are still gaps in management that could be filled by TCM. For instance, herbal medicines could be considered as alternatives or used in combination when first-line medications are not effective enough. In addition, TCM external interventions could be applied when patients refuse pharmacological treatment or are concerned about herb-drug interactions. Nevertheless, to validate these findings, it is still necessary to conduct rigorous high-quality clinical studies to establish strong clinical evidence.

Research perspectives
---------------------

Based on the CPGs generated in recent decades, both WM and TCM have relatively comprehensive algorithms for IBS and FC treatment. The application of IM is promising in certain aspects of IBS and FC management. Future attention should be paid to the establishment of high-quality IM evidence, which would not only facilitate the management of IBS and FC but also serve as a template for IM application in common clinical diseases.
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